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ABSTRACT
Over the last 800 million years, animals have evolved an incredible array of
diverse forms, life histories, ecologies, and traits. In the age of genome-scale resources
for many animal taxa, researchers have a unique opportunity to investigate animal
diversity and evolution through comparative genomic methods. These methods allow for
studies not only of current diversity and evolutionary relationships, but also of ancient
evolutionary dynamics and genomic repertoire. In order to study the evolution of diverse
animal traits in a rigorous way however, researchers must not neglect the fundamental
components of a robust comparative genomics study: well-supported phylogenies, highquality genomic resources, and ways of applying comparative genomic methods to a
phylogenetic tree.
Here, I present three studies of animal trait evolution that address each of the
three components above. First, I have leveraged current bioinformatic technologies to
identify biases in phylogenomic studies stemming from transcriptome assembly errors,
and determined the best practices for processing transcriptomic data for these studies
(Chapter 1). I found that high-quality transcriptome assemblies yield richer datasets that
are less prone to bias and ambiguity when used to create phylogenetic trees. Second, I
have sequenced and assembled a new genomic dataset from a unique marine
organism which occupies a crucial position for Cnidarian phylogeny (Chapter 2). This
new genomic resource is an important contribution to studies of the evolution of novel

xii

cell types and mitochondrial structure. Third, I have investigated the patterns of gene
gain and loss that characterize the evolution of one of the earliest-branching metazoan
lineages in a well-supported phylogenomic context (Chapter 3). I established that
animals in the phylum Porifera have lost traits associated with most other animal
lineages, resulting in a derived form in extant sponges. The findings I lay out in this
dissertation add to the growing body of knowledge concerning the evolution of nonbilaterian and early-branching metazoan lineages while also providing the scientific
community with best practices for the accurate study of diverse traits in Metazoa.

xiii

INTRODUCTION

The animals in our world today possess a staggering array of diverse forms and
traits. This diversity can manifest in many levels and systems, from specialized protein
types like the globins in vertebrates (1), to intricate organ structures as in the compound
eyes of insects. Non-bilaterian animals branch from some of the deepest nodes in the
Metazoa phylogeny (2). This means that the study of these organisms can provide new
information on the origins of traits such as nervous systems and immunity (3,4), but also
reveal complexities that are unique to non-bilaterian animals (5–7), giving us a more
complete picture of the diversity present within Metazoa.
In order to study the evolution of diverse animal traits in a robust way, we must 1)
have well-supported phylogenies without which we have no framework on which to
place evolutionary changes. We must 2) have high-quality genomic resources from taxa
spanning the entire diversity of animal life, including those which have historically been
overlooked or inaccessible. And we must 3) have ways of applying phylogenetic
comparative methods to phylogenies, particularly at important transitions in animal
evolution.
The goal of this dissertation is to add to the growing knowledge about the
evolution of animal traits by addressing the three needs outlined above. First, I have
leveraged current bioinformatic technologies to identify biases in phylogenomic studies
stemming from transcriptome assembly errors, and determined the best practices for
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processing transcriptomic data for these studies (Chapter 1). Second, I have sequenced
and assembled a new genomic dataset from a unique marine organism with
implications for Cnidarian phylogeny, as well as the evolution of novel cell types and
mitochondrial structure (Chapter 2). Third, I have investigated the patterns of gene gain
and loss that characterize the evolution of one of the earliest-branching metazoan
lineages (Chapter 3). I have also ensured that my analyses are as reproducible as
possible by making all datasets, workflows, and custom scripts for each of my
dissertation chapters publicly available.

Chapter 1 – Signal, bias, and the role of transcriptome assembly quality in
phylogenomic inference.

Phylogenomics is the necessary first step to studying the evolution of traits in a
lineage of organisms. Without a well-supported hypothesis about how animals are
related to one another, it is impossible to put traits into an evolutionary context.
Transcriptomes have become ubiquitous in current phylogenomic studies (8–12). They
provide a means through which researchers can generate a large number of genetic
markers without the expense of whole genome sequencing. However, transcriptome
assembly is still a complex process, and there are multiple steps at which researchers
could introduce bias into their results (13). While many researchers have addressed
potential pitfalls in different aspects of phylogenomic data matric construction and
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analysis (14–23), few have considered possible biases introduced at the earlier and
more fundamental stage of primary transcriptome assembly.
In Chapter 1 I examine the effects of transcriptome assembly quality on the
number and identity of orthogroups obtained as well as differences in the quality of the
partition alignments compared to those from higher-quality transcriptomes. I used a
well-characterized quantitative metric (Transrate score (24)) to evaluate transcriptome
assemblies and to construct two separate phylogenomic datasets: one of high quality
and one of intentionally low quality. I then performed identical phylogenomic analyses
on each dataset and assessed their relative phylogenetic performance. I find that
assembly quality, when all other factors are controlled, can have a dramatic impact on
phylogenomic analyses in three ways. First, the richness and size of the dataset can
differ profoundly when assembly errors are prevalent in the data. Second, alignments
created from low-quality assemblies are more prone to ambiguity and compositional
bias than their high-quality counterparts. And third, the partitions derived from highquality assemblies have greater phylogenetic signal to resolve true evolutionary
relationships than partitions derived from low-quality assemblies. This work will lead to
fewer inaccurate inferences about organisms’ evolutionary relationships, and allow the
scientific community to ensure that it is using the best information possible to support
hypotheses about animal evolution.

Chapter 2 – The first genome assembly of a cerianthid, Pachycerianthus borealis
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A broad and complete taxonomic sampling is essential to studies of complex trait
evolution. The genomics revolution has allowed the sequencing of more and more
organisms, however species have not been sequenced evenly across taxonomic
groups. Marine invertebrates in particular are underrepresented in genome-scale
resources, with some whole phyla lacking genomic representation. Even in clades with
more numerous genetic resources overall, there remain unique groups of organisms
that are excluded from studies of complex animal traits because of their lack of these
resources. If the underrepresented organisms possess unique traits, cell types, or
behaviors, overlooking these animals will present a limited view of complex trait
evolution in Metazoa.
One such clade is the Ceriantharia, in phylum Cnidaria. These organisms, the
tube-dwelling anemones, form their own subclass within the Cnidarian class Anthozoa.
While Cnidaria as a whole is represented by a growing number of genomic datasets
(6,25), a whole-genome sequence from any member of the cerianthids is lacking, and
studies of these organisms and of Cnidaria are hindered by this exception. In this
chapter I present the first genome sequence for a member of Ceriantharia,
Pachycerianthus borealis, which will aid in the study of specialized cell type and gene
family evolution, Anthozoa phylogenetics, and mitochondrial genome structure
evolution. I used both long- and short-read sequencing technologies to assemble and
polish a 492 Mb genome. It has a scaffold N50 of 396 kb and 18.4% of these scaffolds
are larger than 100 kb. I also annotated the genome assembly and found 37,856
predicted proteins. The genome of Pachycerianthus borealis has contiguity and
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completeness comparable to other anthozoan genomes and will be an asset to further
studies of complex trait evolution.

Chapter 3 – Evolutionary dynamics of gene family gain and loss near the root of the
Metazoa tree

Finally, we must apply comparative methods to the study of gene family evolution
in a phylogenetic context. In studies of animal evolution, researchers often focus on the
evolution of novelty and gene gain. As we continue to sequence more genomes to fill in
the taxonomic gaps in our comparative genomic studies, we are finding more instances
in which the loss of genes or gene families may be an important evolutionary force (26).
While in some cases gene loss can be neutral or nearly neutral to an organism (27) and
result from a relaxation of selective pressure on that gene, in others it can be directly or
indirectly adaptive (28,29) by changing a trait to a more favorable variation or by freeing
up limited physiological resources for another purpose.
Scientists have long placed sponges (phylum Porifera) as the first branch of the
Metazoa phylogenetic tree because of their apparently simple body plan and lack of
traits common to many other metazoan clades (30). More recently, phylogenomic
studies have called into question this placement of Porifera and suggest instead that
Ctenophora constitutes the first branch of the Metazoa tree (2,31). The growing
evidence in support of this hypothesis has caused the scientific community to
reconsider when early animals may have evolved certain traits and what the genic
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repertoire of the animal ancestor may have been. If the first poriferan was relatively
simple, modern sponges may have retained that simplicity through evolutionary time,
however if the ancestral poriferan had complex traits that were more similar to other
animal lineages, then extant sponges may represent a loss of some of those traits.
In Chapter 3, I used a dataset of 114 species from across Metazoa and Holozoa
to construct a well-supported phylogeny and identify gene families. I then used a Dollo
parsimony approach to detect gains and losses of these gene families at the ancestral
Porifera node and other deep nodes of the Metazoa tree. I found that sponges have lost
gene families associated with tissue-grade multicellularity, developmental-morphogenic
processes, and nervous systems, and have gained gene families that may help facilitate
interactions with diverse microbial communities. I also found that the ancestral Metazoa
node gains a substantial number of gene families relating to multicellular processes, the
branch directly after (Porifera+ParaHoxozoa) gains a greater number, many of which
are implicated in the development of sensory mechanisms and nervous systems. While
the branching order of Porifera and Ctenophora has little effect on the gains and losses
at these two branches, constraining the tree to reflect a Porifera-first hypothesis
eliminates the Porifera+ParaHoxozoa node and concentrates its associated gains onto
the ancestral Metazoa node instead. These analyses show that modern sponges
represent a degeneration of ancestral complexity regardless of phylogeny, but that the
topology affects hypotheses about the complex evolutionary history of gene family
evolution in animals.
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CHAPTER 1

Signal, bias, and the role of transcriptome assembly
quality in phylogenomic inference

Abstract
Phylogenomic approaches have great power to reconstruct evolutionary histories,
however they rely on multi-step processes in which each stage has the potential to
affect the accuracy of the final result. Many studies have empirically tested and
established methodology for resolving robust phylogenies, including selecting
appropriate evolutionary models, identifying orthologs, or isolating partitions with strong
phylogenetic signal. However, few have investigated errors that may be initiated at
earlier stages of the analysis. Biases introduced during the generation of the
phylogenomic dataset itself could produce downstream effects on analyses of
evolutionary history. Transcriptomes are widely used in phylogenomics studies, though
there is little understanding of how a poor-quality assembly of these datasets could
impact the accuracy of phylogenomic hypotheses. Here we examined how
transcriptome assembly quality affects phylogenomic inferences by creating
independent datasets from the same input data representing high-quality and lowquality transcriptome assembly outcomes.
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By studying the performance of phylogenomic datasets derived from alternative
high- and low-quality assembly inputs in a controlled experiment, we show that highquality transcriptomes produce richer phylogenomic datasets with a greater number of
unique partitions than low-quality assemblies. High-quality assemblies also give rise to
partitions that have lower alignment ambiguity and less compositional bias. In addition,
high-quality partitions hold stronger phylogenetic signal than their low-quality
transcriptome assembly counterparts in both concatenation- and coalescent-based
analyses.
Our findings demonstrate the importance of transcriptome assembly quality in
phylogenomic analyses and suggest that a portion of the uncertainty observed in such
studies could be alleviated at the assembly stage.

Introduction
The genomics revolution has resulted in a transformation of the approaches that
scientists use to estimate phylogeny by vastly increasing the number of available
independent genetic markers (1,2), as well as the number of taxa included in
phylogenetic analyses (3). However, for taxa that remain largely unrepresented in
publicly available datasets, generating a large number of genetic markers, often
accomplished as part of a de novo whole genome sequencing project, continues to be a
challenge. Transcriptome sequencing is a more accessible method of generating a
reduced representation of the nuclear genome that requires fewer sequenced reads and
is therefore less expensive than whole genome sequencing (although it is not without its
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own challenges, see (4)). In addition, transcriptomes perform comparably to genomes in
phylogenomic studies when used with robust methods of ortholog identification (5). For
these reasons, data derived from transcriptome assemblies have become widely used
in phylogenomic studies and have come to represent a mainstream approach to
phylogenetic reconstruction (6–10).
The generation of a phylogenomic data matrix is a complex and critical process, as
biases introduced at this point can propagate in downstream analyses in unpredictable
ways. Phylogenomic data matrices are composed of multiple (often hundreds of)
partitions, alignments of orthologous loci that have been filtered and concatenated
together (concatenation-based methods) or analyzed as separate gene trees to inform
species trees (coalescent-based methods), resulting in data matrices that are highly
dimensional. In addition, phylogenomic datasets are often comprised of an
agglomeration of data from multiple research groups that may have leveraged different
sequencing and assembly strategies. Therefore it is not surprising that there are still
many questions concerning the best practices related to the generation and application
of these massive new datasets to phylogenomics (11–13). Many researchers have
addressed questions related to the most appropriate modeling schemes for different
partitions of the data matrix (14–19). Some have considered the impact of incomplete
lineage sorting in phylogenomic reconstruction and have leveraged this property of
recently diverged lineages to inform species trees (20,21). Others have sought to
examine differential phylogenetic signal among partitions in order to maximize
phylogenomic performance (22,23). Increasingly, researchers have added the additional
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step of recoding the amino acid data matrix in an attempt to account for saturation and
compositional heterogeneity (16,22–24, although see 25). While each of these issues is
critical to consider in phylogenomic studies, collectively they deal with aspects of the
analyses that occur after transcriptome datasets have been assembled. In most cases,
biases introduced during the generation of the primary transcriptome assemblies are not
explicitly addressed and may persist in influencing downstream inferences.
Whole transcriptome sequencing is itself a relatively new technology, having gained
widespread popularity only in the past decade (28). Therefore, RNA-seq data are
commonly treated inconsistently among different phylogenomic studies. While many
genomics studies have investigated methodological impacts of read trimming (29,30),
error correction (31–33), different approaches to transcriptome assembly (34), and
quality assessment (35–37), researchers using transcriptome assemblies for
phylogenomic applications have been slow to adopt many of these recommendations
(but see 38–41). Phylogenomics studies commonly provide few details regarding the
nature and quality of the transcriptome assemblies used as input in phylogenomic
workflows.
To date there has been no empirical study of how transcriptome assembly quality
may affect downstream phylogenomic analyses, although many impacts are possible.
Poor-quality assemblies may alter the accuracy of ortholog prediction, alignment quality,
and phylogenetic signal. We predicted that in phylogenomic analyses, poor-quality
assemblies would result in differences in the number and identity of orthogroups
obtained as well as differences in the quality of the partition alignments compared to
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those from higher-quality transcriptomes. Here we examine the effects of transcriptome
assembly quality on these metrics. Our research strategy is to eliminate as many
variables that arise from phylogenomic workflows as possible so that we can attribute
discrepancies in phylogenomic results to the differences in transcriptome assembly
quality. We use a well-characterized quantitative metric (TransRate score, see Methods;
(37)) to evaluate transcriptome assemblies and to systematically construct two separate
phylogenomic datasets: one of high quality and one of intentionally low quality. We then
perform identical phylogenetic analyses on each dataset, allowing the identification of
discrepancies between them and the assessment of their relative phylogenomic
performance. We find that high-quality transcriptomes produce larger phylogenomic
datasets with partitions that have less alignment ambiguity, weaker compositional bias,
and are more concordant with the constraint tree, in both concatenation- and
coalescent-based analyses, than datasets derived from low-quality transcriptome
assemblies. Our results indicate that a portion of the uncertainty in phylogenomic
studies likely stems from issues related to the initial assemblies used in preparing
phylogenomic data matrices.

Methods
Read selection and assembly
To understand the effects of transcriptome assembly quality on phylogenomic inference,
we created two datasets, one of high and one of low quality, from publicly available
transcriptomic reads (see Additional File 1 for more information on data availability). All
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read data are available on the European Nucleotide Archive (Table 1). We focused on
craniates because there are few remaining disputes on the craniate phylogeny (43) and
these well-established phylogenetic relationships serve as a comparison to the
topologies found using our high- and low-quality transcriptome assemblies. Our
research strategy was to assemble high- and low-quality transcriptomes from the same
set of reads. We obtained Illumina-generated paired-end liver transcriptomic reads for
37 vertebrate species spanning the majority of the diversity contained within the clade
as well as one craniate outgroup. We assembled each read set using the Oyster River
Protocol (ORP) version 2.2.3 (34) on a Linux computer with 24 CPUs and 128GB of
RAM. In brief, this protocol begins by adapter- and quality-trimming reads using
Trimmomatic version 0.38 (54) as per recommendations in MacManes (29), after which
it corrects read errors using Rcorrector version 1.0.8 (32) following recommendations
from MacManes and Eisen (31). The ORP then assembles trimmed and corrected
reads using three different assemblers: Trinity version 2.8.5 (55) with a kmer length of
25, Trans-ABySS version 2.0.1 (56) with a kmer length of 32, and rnaSPAdes version
3.14 (57) using kmer lengths of 55 and 75. The protocol continues by merging the
resultant four assemblies and clustering them into isoform groups. The ORP then
scores all transcripts using TransRate version 1.0.3 (37) which maps the read sets onto
the assembly and, based on the mapping, detects assembly errors such as
fragmentation, chimerism, and local misassembly. TransRate then uses this error
information to assign quality scores to each transcript before integrating these individual
scores into a score for the assembly as a whole. The ORP selects the member of each
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isoform group with the highest TransRate score and places it into a new file. Finally, the
protocol uses cd-hit-est version 4.8.1 (58) and a 98% sequence identity threshold to
reduce transcript redundancy. The assemblies produced by the ORP are therefore
populated by the highest quality, non-redundant sequences produced by any of the five
possible assembly strategies (34). A graphical summary of this protocol and our
phylogenomic pipeline can be found in Figure 1.

Quality analysis and high- and low-quality dataset construction
We evaluated each of the five assemblies generated from the ORP (from Trinity,
TransABySS, rnaSPAdes at two kmer lengths, and the final ORP assembly) for each
species in two main ways. We used BUSCO version 3.0.1 (59), which uses
benchmarking universal single copy orthologs to measure the genic completeness of an
assembly. In addition, because we were primarily interested in assessing the structural
differences in the transcriptome assemblies arising from errors during the assembly
process, we generated TransRate scores for each assembly. Of the five assemblies for
each species, we chose the assembly with the highest overall TransRate score to be
part of the high-quality dataset, and the one with the lowest overall score to be part of
the low-quality dataset. We selected assemblies for each dataset regardless of which
assembler produced them, resulting in datasets that contain transcriptomes from
multiple different programs. This was done in part to simulate transcriptomic datasets in
other studies that may be constructed from preexisting transcriptome assemblies, rather
than those that have reassembled each dataset using the same program and to provide
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appropriate contrast between the high- and low-quality datasets. We performed all
subsequent steps on both datasets in parallel.

Orthogroup inference, statistics, and data partition creation
We used TransDecoder version 5.5.0 (60) to translate all transcript sequences to amino
acid sequences. The transcriptome assembly process assigns each new transcript a
unique name so that it can be differentiated within the assembly. This means that the
high- and low-quality assemblies do not share identical transcripts or names common to
both assemblies, making the direct comparison of sequences impossible. To circumvent
this issue, we added the Mus musculus reference transcriptome (release 96) (61) to
both datasets just before the TransDecoder step so that a Mus sequence would be
present in many orthogroups and partitions downstream. This created a common
naming system by which we could compare the content of orthogroups and partitions
derived from assemblies of high and low quality later in the analysis.
For each dataset (containing either the high-quality or low-quality transcriptome
assemblies for the 38 craniate species plus the Mus reference transcriptome) we
performed a separate OrthoFinder version 2.3.3 analysis (48,49). We then used linear
regressions in R version 3.5.2 (62) to evaluate the relationship between the total
number of orthogroups found for each taxon and three other measures: the total
number of transcripts in each assembly, the overall TransRate score, and the BUSCO
complete score. We also plotted the distributions of these three measures for each
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dataset and performed Wilcoxon rank sum tests in R to determine if they were
statistically different.
We filtered the resulting orthogroups so that we retained only those that had
each taxon represented by at least one sequence. From these, we obtained one-to-one
orthologs using PhyloTreePruner (63). We realigned these sequences using MAFFT
version 7.305b using the “auto” setting (64), and filtered the alignments for poorly
aligned or divergent regions using Gblocks version 0.91b (65,66) with options “-b2=0.65
-b3=10 -b4=5 -b5=a” in the script “gblocks_wrapper.pl” (67). Finally, we concatenated
all sequences into a NEXUS file for each dataset. We measured the lengths of the
alignments both before and after Gblocks and compared the content of both groups of
partitions by using the Mus sequence headers as common identifiers that were present
in both datasets and determined the numbers of unique and shared partitions. We then
used IQ-TREE version 1.6.12 under the LG model (42) to find individual gene trees for
each partition in each dataset.

GO analysis and alignment metrics
To investigate the differences in content and qualities of the partitions between the two
datasets, we separated the partitions into groups containing only those that were unique
to each dataset, and only those that were shared between the two datasets. We used
InterProScan version 5.31-70.0 (68) to annotate the partitions unique to each dataset
and then performed a gene ontology (GO) analysis with topGO version 2.32.0 (69) in R
version 3.5.2 (62) to check for any functional enrichment or depletion bias in the
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partitions of either dataset. For each partition common to both datasets, we extracted
various alignment metrics from the log and information files generated while making
partition trees in IQ-TREE. These included percent constant sites, percent parsimonyinformative sites, number of sequences that failed the chi2 composition test (which we
normalized by alignment length), and the number of sequences that contained more
than 50% gaps or ambiguity. To test for significant differences, we performed Wilcoxon
rank sum tests in R version 3.5.2 (62) between the two datasets for each of these
measures.

Constraint tree and comparisons of partition trees
The phylogenetic relationships among the 38 craniate species for which we obtained
liver RNA-seq data are well-supported by previous work (43). Therefore, we used a tree
that reflects the most well-supported hypothesized relationships for comparison against
the partition trees. Using Mesquite version 3.6 (70), we constructed a constraint tree
that reflects the widely accepted topology for craniates. We used the high-quality
dataset NEXUS alignment file along with this topology to estimate the constraint tree
topology with branch lengths in IQ-TREE using the LG model (42). We calculated RF
distances (45) from the partition trees in each dataset to the constraint tree using
phangorn version 2.5.5 (71) in R version 3.5.2 (62). This metric measures the
differences in topology (RF distance) from the partition trees to the constraint tree, with
smaller numbers indicating less conflict between the two trees. We also calculated ICA
values between the individual partition trees and the constraint tree using RAxML
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version 8.2.11 (72). The ICA refers to the degree of certainty for each internal node of
the tree compared to the constraint tree when all other conflicting bipartitions are taken
into account for that dataset. Numbers close to 1 show a lack of conflict between the
partition tree and the constraint tree (46). We tested for significant differences between
the two dataset distributions using a Wilcoxon rank sum test in R version 3.5.2 (62) for
both RF distances and ICA values. Finally, we created species trees using the 332 gene
trees that were common to both the high-quality and low-quality datasets with a
coalescent method implemented in ASTRAL version 5.7.4 (20,47). We calculated the
normalized quartet score for each tree, which represents the percentage of quartet trees
in the input trees that are satisfied by the species tree and ranges from 0-1, with higher
numbers indicating less discordance.

Results
Datasets chosen based on TransRate scores have different numbers of transcripts, but
show little variation in BUSCO score
Our study design controls for several factors that could preclude direct comparison
between empirical outcomes in phylogenomic analyses. We focus on the craniate
phylogeny because there is little debate about the major relationships within the group
and because RNA-seq read data are available from the same tissue type (liver) for a
wide range of taxa. The read sets used in this study ranged in size from 13.7 million
read-pairs (Calidris pugnax) to 46.4 million read-pairs (Ambystoma mexicanum). We
prepared one high-quality dataset and one low-quality dataset from the same read sets
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using the Oyster River Protocol (ORP) (34), an assembly pipeline that creates five
different transcriptome assemblies for each raw RNA-seq dataset, calculates quality
scores for each one, and produces a merged transcriptome assembly consisting of the
highest quality unique transcripts (Figure 1). We leverage the ORP here to intentionally
create low-quality transcriptome assemblies that represent real-world empirical
outcomes, in addition to high-quality transcriptome assemblies, for each taxon. Reads
assembled into significantly fewer transcripts in the high-quality dataset compared to the
low-quality dataset (P < 0.001, Figure 2A), with an average of 178,473 and 321,306
transcripts per assembly respectively. The BUSCO scores and numbers of orthogroups
recovered from orthology analysis of each assembly were both higher on average in the
high-quality dataset (Table 1). We compared the number of transcripts in each
assembly with the number of orthogroups found for that assembly and identified a
significant relationship between these measures in both datasets (linear regression:
high-quality dataset, P = 0.001; low-quality dataset, P = 0.002; Figure 2B). The highquality dataset based on overall TransRate assembly scores had a median TransRate
score of 0.47236 (ranging from 0.23542 to 0.68372), while the low-quality dataset’s
median TransRate score was 0.15943 (ranging from 0.09216 to 0.25281), and overall
TransRate scores of the two datasets were significantly different from one another (P <
0.001; Figure 2C). We did not find a significant relationship between the overall
TransRate scores of assemblies and the number of orthogroups obtained for each
assembly (linear regression: high-quality dataset, P = 0.43; low-quality dataset, P =
0.51; Figure 2D). The number of orthogroups for each dataset was higher in the high-
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quality dataset, but still largely comparable to the low-quality dataset with the exception
of two low-quality read datasets, Takifugu rubripes and Callorhinchus milii. Each of
these datasets recovered much lower numbers of orthogroups than other taxa in the
low-quality dataset. In addition to TransRate evaluations, the BUSCO scores for the
low-quality T. rubripes and C. milii assemblies were also dramatically lower than all
other BUSCO scores in both datasets (2.7% and 7.2% respectively, compared to the
next lowest score: 42.9% for Notechis scutatus). However, the overall BUSCO scores
for the high- and low-quality datasets were not significantly different (Wilcoxon rank
sum: P = 0.24, Figure 2E). We observed a significant relationship between BUSCO
score and number of orthogroups recovered in both datasets (linear regression: highquality dataset, P = 0.001; low-quality dataset, P = 0.001; Figure 2F).

High-quality assemblies result in a larger number of partitions after processing
Next, we isolated one-to-one orthologs that were present in 100% of taxa. After aligning
and filtering these orthologs into partitions we observed that one major impact of
assembly quality on phylogenomic data matrix construction is the scale of the resulting
data. We obtained 2,016 data partitions from the high-quality dataset, whereas we
recovered only 408 data partitions from the low-quality dataset. 332 data partitions in
both the high- and low-quality datasets included an identical reference sequence from
the Mus musculus reference transcriptome, demonstrating that a majority of the data
partitions recovered from the low-quality dataset are also represented in the high-quality
dataset (Figure 3A). The high-quality dataset however, included many more unique
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sequence partitions (1684 unique partitions compared to 76, Figure 3A). The
distributions of alignment lengths between datasets differed significantly before
alignment filtering (Wilcoxon rank sum, P = 0.02; Figure 3B) with alignments in the highquality dataset being longer on average, but not after alignment filtering (Wilcoxon rank
sum, P = 0.79; Figure 3C).

High-quality alignments possess reduced compositional bias and alignment ambiguity
In order to draw direct comparisons between the partitions derived from the high- and
low-quality datasets, we examined the alignment statistics of the 332 partitions that
were shared between them. The percentage of constant sites in each alignment was not
significantly different between the high- and low-quality datasets (Wilcoxon rank sum, P
= .37, Figure 4A). Similarly, the percentage of parsimony-informative sites in the
alignments did not differ significantly between the two datasets (Wilcoxon rank sum, P =
.89, Figure 4B). However, the number of sequences that failed the composition chi2 test
(42) and the number of sequences with over 50% alignment ambiguity were significantly
different between the two datasets (composition – Wilcoxon rank sum, P = .006, Figure
4C; ambiguity – Wilcoxon rank sum, P < .001, Figure 4D), and both of these metrics
were higher in the low-quality dataset.

No bias in gene content in partitions from both high- and low-quality datasets
Phylogenetic information content of a given phylogenomic data matrix could be
impacted if the partitions themselves are drawn from a biased set of loci. In order to
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understand the genetic composition of phylogenomic datasets derived from high- and
low-quality assemblies, we conducted gene ontology (GO) analysis of the recovered
partitions. We did not observe enrichment for functional category in either the high- or
low-quality datasets.

Partitions from high-quality assemblies recapitulate the constraint tree to a larger extent
than those from low-quality assemblies in both concatenation- and coalescent-based
analyses
Finally, we sought to understand the impact of assembly quality on phylogenetic signal.
We first compared the two datasets to a constraint tree representing the current view of
craniate relationships (43,44) by using Robinson-Foulds (RF) distances and internode
certainty all (ICA) values in concatenation analyses. RF distances reflect topological
differences between partition subtrees and the constraint tree (45), whereas ICA values
indicate the proportion of data partitions for the high-quality and low-quality datasets
that support each node in our constraint tree (46). We found that the high-quality
dataset had significantly lower RF values overall than the low-quality dataset (Wilcoxon
rank sum, P < .001; Figure 5), indicating a shorter distance to the constrained craniate
tree for the partitions in the high-quality dataset. The partitions derived from the highquality dataset possessed characteristically higher ICA values than those from the lowquality dataset, although the distributions of scores were not significantly different
(Wilcoxon rank sum, P = .47; Figure 6) likely due to low statistical power. We also
investigated the relative performance of the two datasets in coalescent-based analyses
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using ASTRAL (20,47). Similarly, we found that the high-quality dataset produced gene
trees with less discordance to the estimated species tree than their low-quality
counterparts, with a normalized quartet score of 0.75 for the high-quality partitions
compared to 0.73 for the low-quality partitions. Both datasets resolved the same
topology in ASTRAL analyses (Figure 7).

In summary, we find that datasets derived from high-quality transcriptome assemblies
yield larger phylogenomic matrices than those from low-quality transcriptome
assemblies. In addition to being more numerous, the data partitions in the high-quality
dataset are also less compositionally biased, have less alignment ambiguity, and are
less discordant with the constraint tree.

Discussion
Given the ubiquity of transcriptome usage phylogenomics, we sought to understand
how sub-optimal data handing practices during the assembly process may affect
downstream phylogenomic analyses. We observed a general trend in our analyses
where more accurate transcriptome assemblies resulted in phylogenomic datasets with
a greater number of unique data partitions, longer alignments, fewer ambiguous
regions, less compositional bias, greater consistency with the known phylogeny in
concatenation-based analyses, and higher normalized quartet scores in coalescentbased analyses. We did not uncover any functional biases in the GO terms associated
with either dataset.
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High-quality assemblies result in a larger number of partitions after phylogenomic
processing
The most dramatic difference between the high- and low-quality phylogenomic data
matrices is the number of orthogroups that contained all species. After estimating oneto-one orthologs, aligning the orthologs, and filtering the alignments, this difference led
to ~five times the number of data partitions in the high-quality dataset compared with
the low-quality dataset. Transcriptomic assembly errors that are expected to pervade
low-quality assemblies include the generation of chimeric transcripts, the generation of
incomplete transcripts, or the failure to generate transcripts due to missing data (34,37).
Our results from analyses of the low-quality assemblies indicate that incompletely
assembled transcripts may be at least partially responsible for the differences in
partition number because the partition alignments before filtering are significantly longer
in the high-quality dataset, indicating fewer incompletely assembled transcripts in the
latter. While OrthoFinder (48,49) may be somewhat robust to these issues, when more
complete sequence information is provided in high-quality transcripts, OrthoFinder
analyses identify significantly greater numbers of orthogroups that contain a high
proportion of species and therefore greater numbers of orthologs. Missing transcripts
could also impact the accuracy of downstream analyses and the establishment of oneto-one orthologs because, depending on what data are missing, orthologs and paralogs
could become conflated between taxa. Our results are consistent with this expectation
because among partitions that are shared between high- and low-quality datasets,
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those from the high-quality dataset show more accurate phylogenetic signal, as
measured by constraint tree analyses in concatenation analyses and in coalescent
approaches (see below).
We identified two transcriptome assemblies within the low-quality dataset,
Takifugu rubripes and Callorhinchus milii, which have dramatically lower BUSCO scores
and number of orthogroups recovered than other taxa within the same dataset. We
included these two taxa in the analysis despite their extreme BUSCO scores for a
number of reasons. First, these taxa occupy important phylogenomic positions within
the craniate tree and publicly available craniate liver transcriptome datasets are
somewhat limited. Second, while the TransRate scores for these two taxa are below
average for the low-quality dataset (Figure 2C, D), they are well within the distribution of
low-quality assembly TransRate scores, indicating that these two taxa yield assemblies
that are contiguous and correctly assembled to a comparable extent to the other
assemblies included in that dataset. While it is standard practice to deposit raw reads
into public databases, the read-sets for these two species appeared to have been
trimmed prior to public data deposition (50), making them shorter than the other readsets. We identified average read length as the probable reason for the lack of genic
completeness as measured by BUSCO for these two taxa. Due to this shorter read
length, these two organisms performed especially poorly in rnaSPAdes with a kmer
length of 75 (only reads of length k+1 are used in assembly), which was subsequently
the assembly used in the low-quality dataset for both of these organisms. Importantly,
these two species’ corresponding assemblies in the high-quality dataset were not
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outliers (Figure 2C, D), indicating that a robust assembly strategy can compensate for
sub-optimal sequence reads. Therefore, by including these two taxa, we were able to
represent a situation commonly encountered in phylogenomic studies that utilize
publicly available data – the inclusion of reads of poor quality or that have been
previously processed.
The drastic difference in number of partitions in the low-quality dataset compared
to the high-quality dataset is due in part to these two taxa having smaller and less
complete assemblies than all others. However, when we relax the strict filtering to
include orthogroups with up to two missing taxa (thereby giving the low-quality dataset
the opportunity to exclude T. rubripes and C. milii) we find that the high-quality dataset
still has over 1600 more partitions than the low-quality dataset, and therefore the
inclusion of these taxa is not the only driving force behind the difference in partitions
between the datasets. While there are fewer partitions in the low-quality dataset, it is still
a sufficient number (408) for most downstream phylogenomic applications. Therefore,
we conclude that while the situation encountered with the T. rubripes and C. milii RNAseq data has an effect on some aspects of our phylogenomic analysis, their effects are
only manifested in analyses of the low-quality assemblies and extend beyond data drop
out.

Low-quality assemblies produce alignments with more compositional bias and
alignment ambiguity than high-quality assemblies
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In the process of making gene trees for each of the data partitions, IQ-TREE calculates
a number of metrics about the partition alignments and the sequences within them (42).
One such test is for compositional homogeneity, which measures the character
composition of amino acids in each sequence against the character composition in the
whole alignment. Here, we chose to assess changes in compositional heterogeneity
using the simple chi2 test implemented in IQ-TREE (42,51). Heterogeneity or bias in
amino acid composition can mislead phylogenetic inferences: distantly-related
organisms that have high compositional bias may erroneously group together (52). The
number of sequences failing the composition test – that is, the number of sequences
with higher compositional heterogeneity than expected by chance – was higher in the
partitions from the low-quality dataset. Because these partitions have direct
counterparts in the high-quality dataset, this difference in compositional heterogeneity is
directly attributable to a difference in assembly quality. Similarly, the partitions from the
low-quality dataset also contained more sequences with over 50% gaps or ambiguity in
the alignment. While global alignments often contain gaps because of insertions or
deletions in the sequences, comparison of the two datasets implies that the greater
number of gaps in the low-quality dataset also results from incorrect transcriptome
assemblies rather than natural variation.
The low-quality dataset contained some partitions that the high-quality dataset
did not have. These partitions could be unique transcripts only assembled in the lowquality dataset, or they could be the result of differential pruning of paralogous
sequences between the two datasets, resulting in a different Mus identifying sequence
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in two partitions that represent the same gene family. They might also be erroneous or
duplicate partitions that were misidentified during the OrthoFinder procedure as
separate gene families due to poor assembly quality. In principle, differential data
assembly quality could inject bias into the resulting orthogroups if some loci, perhaps
short or highly expressed genes, were preferentially assembled among the different
datasets, however our GO analyses showed no enrichment or depletion of GO terms in
these partitions.

Partitions derived from high-quality assemblies perform better in both concatenationand coalescent-based phylogenomic analyses
In this study, we used quantitative analyses to assess phylogenomic performance of the
high- and low-quality transcriptome assemblies. We showed that the individual partitions
included in the high-quality dataset were closer to the constraint tree by calculating RF
distances. The high-quality dataset had significantly smaller RF distances to the
constraint tree in concatenation-based analyses (Wilcoxon rank sum, P < .001) and less
discordance in coalescence-based analyses as indicated by normalized quartet score
(Figure 7). While the ICA values of the high-quality dataset were not significantly higher
than those in the low-quality dataset, the trend shows that ICA values are generally
higher among partitions from the high-quality dataset with a greater proportion of
partitions falling above 0.6. This indicates that the gene trees estimated from the highquality dataset partitions are more consistent with the constraint tree of craniates and
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show greater phylogenetic signal (53) than the low-quality dataset in concatenated
analyses (Figure 6B).

Limitations in data availability and statistical power do not affect our conclusions
Our research strategy was to eliminate as many variables as possible so that we could
isolate the effects of assembly quality on phylogenomic performance. These variables
include the type of tissue that RNA-seq datasets are derived from and the topology
itself. We treat the craniate phylogeny, for which few arguments remain regarding the
relationships of the taxa included (43,44), as a “known” parameter to constrain our
analyses. In this way we were able assess how close a given analysis accords with that
constraint in light of other perturbations like assembly quality. However, it is notable that
phylogenomic trees based on the 332 data partitions that are common to both the highquality and low-quality datasets, using either concatenation- or coalescent-based
methods, fail to resolve the craniate phylogeny accurately (Figure 7; Supplementary
Figure 1). While this result has no bearing on any of the conclusions presented here, it
is likely due to two factors. First, the magnitude of both datasets, 332 partitions, is far
fewer than that included in recent well-resolved phylogenomic studies of craniates (43).
Here, our utilization of only 332 partitions derives from the necessity that they be shared
between the high- and low-quality assemblies, and therefore directly comparable.
Second, our taxon sampling is low compared to recent phylogenomic studies of
craniates. This is due to the requirement of our study design that RNA-seq reads be
derived from a homologous tissue (e.g. liver) across taxa, offering a different type of
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direct comparison. While we were able to represent most of the major lineages of
craniates with RNA-seq data derived from liver tissue, it was not possible to provide
greater taxon sampling given current publicly available data while also preserving
taxonomic evenness in sampling across various vertebrate clades.
We also point out that some of the quantitative measures reported here (e.g.
ICA) show clear trends that favor the high-quality dataset over the low-quality dataset
but are not significantly different. This may be due to intrinsic differences in statistical
power that make it unlikely that a significant difference would be identified between
datasets for those measures that have fewer data points (RF distances yield one data
point per gene tree (332) while ICA scores provide one data point per node (36)).
However, we do not observe a single instance of the low-quality dataset being
quantitatively or qualitatively better than the high-quality dataset in terms of
phylogenetic signal for any of our measures.

Conclusions
Phylogenomic approaches leverage great power to resolve phylogenetic relationships,
but they also include many analytical pitfalls associated with ortholog identification,
alignment filtering, and model selection. While these pitfalls have been wellcharacterized, we chose to focus on transcriptome assembly quality – a more
fundamental and largely overlooked aspect of phylogenomic analyses. We addressed
this problem empirically using a study design that controls for variables including taxon
selection, data type, data provenance, and phylogenetic uncertainty. We show that
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assembly quality, when all other factors are controlled, can have a dramatic impact on
phylogenomic analyses in three ways. First, the richness and size of the dataset can
differ profoundly when assembly errors are prevalent in the data. Second, alignments
created from low-quality assemblies are more prone to ambiguity and compositional
bias than their high-quality counterparts. And third, the partitions derived from highquality assemblies have greater phylogenetic signal to resolve true evolutionary
relationships than partitions derived from low-quality assemblies. We conclude that
additional analytical interventions aimed at improving assembly quality, such as the
Oyster River Protocol (34), are likely worth the additional effort.
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Figure 1: The phylogenomic pipeline used in this analysis from publicly available
transcriptomic datasets to partition tree statistics. In the top flowchart red borders
indicate bioinformatic tools used while pink ones depict datasets. The Oyster River
Protocol is highlighted in yellow, and in the inset: darker blue borders represent steps of
the protocol while the resulting transcriptome assemblies are outlined in lighter blue.
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Figure 2: Summary statistics for the high- and low-quality datasets produced. We
selected high- and low- quality datasets based on TransRate score. This resulted in
transcriptome assemblies with both high and low completeness, according to complete
BUSCO score, in each dataset. Larger assembles in the low-quality dataset did not lead
to higher BUSCO or TransRate scores. Dotted lines in density plots represent medians
for each dataset. A: Density plot of the total number of transcripts (in thousands) in
each transcriptome. B: Relationship between the total number of transcripts (in
thousands) and the total number of orthogroups. C: Density plot of overall TransRate
scores for each assembly. D: Relationship between the overall TransRate score and the
total number or orthogroups. E: Density plot of complete BUSCO score for each
transcriptome assembly. F: Relationship between BUSCO score and total number of
orthogroups.
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Table 1: Read set information and transcriptome assembly metrics. For each species,
we assembled the transcriptomic reads using the Oyster River Protocol. Of the five
resulting transcriptome assemblies, we chose the one with the highest overall
TransRate score and the one with the lowest overall TransRate score to use in the highand low-quality datasets, respectively. We also quantified the number of transcripts in
each assembly, calculated the complete BUSCO score, and inferred orthogroups using
OrthoFinder.
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Table 1: Read set information and transcriptome assembly metrics. For each species, we assembled the transcriptomic reads using the
Oyster River Protocol. Of the five resulting transcriptome assemblies, we chose the one with the highest overall TransRate score and
the one with the lowest overall TransRate score to use in the high- and low-quality datasets, respectively. We also quantified the
number of transcripts in each assembly, calculated the complete BUSCO score, and inferred orthogroups using OrthoFinder.
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Figure 3: Length of alignments and number of partitions for each dataset. A: Venn
diagram showing number of partitions unique to each dataset, and common between
them. The number of partitions recovered through the phylogenomic analysis pipeline is
fivefold higher when the dataset is made up of high-quality transcripts compared to
lower-quality ones. B: Density plot of alignment lengths of each partition before filtering
with Gblocks. C: Density plot of alignment lengths of each partition after filtering with
Gblocks. While the lengths of the individual alignments are significantly different before
Gblocks filtering, they are similar afterwards.
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Figure 7: Species tree analysis in ASTRAL reveals a similar pattern to concatenation
analyses. ASTRAL analyses of gene trees from 332 shared partitions from the highand low-quality datasets result in identical topologies. In addition to normalized quartet
scores being higher for gene trees derived from the high-quality dataset, node support
values for the high-quality dataset are marginally stronger than those from the lowquality dataset. Support values represent support for quadripartitions of the tree, and
only those that were less than 1 are represented.
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Figure S1: Phylogenetic trees created using the 332 data partitions shared between the
two datasets and concatenation methods do not resolve the accepted craniate
phylogeny but produce differing topologies. The trees were built in IQ-TREE using an
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CHAPTER 2

The first genome assembly of a
cerianthid, Pachycerianthus borealis

Abstract
While there are many established model organisms within Cnidaria, there are still entire
clades of organisms that are not represented in scientific studies due to the difficulty in
sampling them or cryptic species and subspecies. Ceriantharia holds a unique position
within Cnidaria, as the sister group to the remaining hexacorals according to the most
recent phylogenomics analyses. Up to this point however, the data available for
cerianthids has been either transcriptomic, or from a small subset of genes. Here we
report the draft genome from a cerianthid species, Pachycerianthus borealis. We used a
combination of long and short-read sequencing technologies to produce a highly
contiguous genome assembly that is 492 Mb in length and has a scaffold N50 of 396
kb. The assembly has a high level of completeness as measured by BUSCO score, and
its predicted proteins are placed into orthogroups at comparable rates to other cnidarian
genomes. This new cerianthid genome will provide a resource to investigate questions
about the evolutionary history of unique traits, gene families, and the phylogenomic
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distribution and ancestral state of mitochondrial genome structure within cnidarians,
among others.

Context
The genomics revolution has drastically expanded the number of genome-scale
datasets that are publicly available to researchers. However, this expansion has not
been evenly distributed across all taxa. Marine invertebrates, which include the vast
majority of animal life on earth, remain underrepresented in these critical genomic
resources. Even within phyla that have many sequenced genomes and transcriptomes,
such as Cnidaria, there are whole clades that have thus far been overlooked but that
merit a closer study.
The class Anthozoa (Phylum Cnidaria) is further divided into three subclasses:
Hexacorallia, Octocorallia, and Ceriantharia. Hexacorallia contains many familiar and
ecologically crucial species, such as stony corals and sea anemones, and genomic
resources for these clades continue to grow rapidly. However the other two subclasses
remain under-represented in scientific studies and in publicly available genome-scale
resources. Octocorallia is comprised of sea pens, sea fans, and soft corals, and while
recent work has sought to add genomes and transcriptomes to the smaller datasets
already available (1,2), it remains far less represented than hexacorals. Currently, a
whole genome sequence from any member of the anthozoan subclass Ceriantharia is
lacking, and studies of these organisms and of Anthozoa are hindered by this exception.
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Cerianthids are tube-dwelling anemones that possess a host of unique traits that
set them apart from other cnidarians. They possess a unique cnidocyte called a
ptychocyte that lacks spines along its tubule, and is folded (instead of coiled) inside its
capsule (3). Cerianthids use these distinctive cnidae to help construct the tubes in which
they live, though they use differing methods and materials in this construction (3).
Minicollagen genes code for the structural casing that encloses the dynamic structure of
all cnidocyte cells, as well as the tubules that the cells secrete. The number of distinct
minicollagen genes present in a cnidarian is strongly correlated to the diversity of its
cnidae (4). Since ptychocytes are characteristic only of cerianthids, they present a
unique opportunity to study the expansion of the minicollagen gene family.
The phylogenetic position of Ceriantharia within Anthozoa remains uncertain.
Recent studies leveraging evidence from a limited numbers of nuclear or mitochondrial
markers have found conflicting results, placing Ceriantharia as the either sister group to
Hexacorallia, the sister group to Octocorallia, or the sister to the remaining Anthozoa
(5). Still others have concluded that Ceriantharia is not a monophyletic clade, instead
having some of its members in the other two subclasses of Anthozoa (6). Resolving the
phylogenetic position of Ceriantharia with certainty will require data from a much greater
number of genomic loci, and is key to answering questions about the evolution of
complex traits within Cnidaria.
In addition, questions related to the mitochondrial genome of cerianthids have
captivated biologists. According to one previous study, cerianthids have an unusual
mitochondrial chromosome structure (7) unlike that of any other anthozoan. While linear
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mitochondrial chromosomes are the rule in medusazoans (8,9), they had never been
observed in an anthozoan previous to this study, which found that the cerianthid
mitochondrial genome was unusually large (~80,000 bp) and was contained in multiple
linear chromosomes. However, the study was unable to determine the number of
chromosomes definitively, or whether this structure is typical of all cerianthid
mitochondrial genomes. Developing more robust genome-scale resources for this group
will help to resolve these questions with more certainty.
Despite their phylogenetically important position and their singular ecology,
cerianthids remain understudied. Four transcriptomes for the group have recently been
released (10,11), however it persists as one of the only major lineages within Cnidaria
without a full genome sequence. Here, we rectify this exception by releasing the first
genome sequence for a member of Ceriantharia, Pachycerianthus borealis. This
genome fills a critical gap in the genomic resources of Cnidaria. It will aid in the study of
cnidocyte diversity and gene family evolution, Anthozoa phylogenetics, and
mitochondrial genome structure evolution.

Methods
Sample collection, library preparation, and sequencing
We collected a single adult sample of Pachycerianthus borealis via SCUBA near Shoals
Marine Laboratories, Appledore Island, Maine, USA in 2016. To obtain DNA from this
individual we performed four separate DNA extractions using a Qiagen DNeasy Blood
and Tissue Kit and followed the standard protocol with the exception that we used
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higher centrifuge speeds (12,000 rpm) to ensure the samples flowed through the spin
column completely. We then ran the samples through the Blue Pippin High-Pass
Filtering with a 0.75% agarose gel cassette to remove DNA fragments less than 6 kb in
length. We allowed the samples to remain in the collection well overnight to maximize
yield of high molecular weight fragments. We constructed two libraries for the samples
using the Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) Genomic DNA by Ligation protocol
(GDE_9063_v109_revA_23May2018) and sequenced the libraries on an ONT MinION
(one FLO-MIN106 flow cell per library).

Sequence assembly, quality checks, and annotation
We performed a preliminary assembly of the resulting ONT reads in Flye version 2.3.5
(12) and found that this assembly was 544Mb long. We then assembled the same ONT
reads using wtdbg2 version 2.5 (13) using the default parameters, and estimating the
genome size at 544Mb, based on the preliminary assembly. It was this second
assembly that we used for the remainder of our analyses. We ran QUAST version 4.6.0
and Assemblathon_stats.pl (14,15) to assess genome size and contiguity. From
previous Illumina sequencing (SRA Number) of the same individual (10) we obtained
short, high accuracy reads, and these we used to polish the assembly using five
iterations of BWA version 0.7.17-r1188 (16) and Pilon version 1.23 (17). We
incorporated transcriptomic reads (SRR11802643) from Klompen et al. (11) for the
same species into a sixth iteration of polishing using the same tools and settings. We
used SAMtools version 1.10 (18) to measure the mapping rate of the Illumina reads to
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the genome assembly, and BUSCO version 3.0.0 (19) with the metazoan database to
gauge its genic completeness.
We assembled the P. borealis reads from Klompen et al. (11) into a
transcriptome using the Oyster River Protocol version 2.2.3 (20). We then used this
transcriptome, along with all P. borealis transcriptomic reads that we used for polishing
the assembly to annotate the genome using MAKER version 3.01.02 (21,22). We also
included all P. borealis transcriptomic reads that we used for polishing the assembly in
the EST Evidence section of MAKER, as well as many other transcriptome and protein
datasets from other members of Cnidaria in the Alt EST Evidence section (Table 1).
And finally, we included the output of RepeatModeler version open-1.0.8 (23), which we
ran on the assembly to identify transposable elements.
To compare the protein predictions of the P. borealis genome to other anthozoan
genomes, we performed an orthogroup analysis in OrthoFinder version 2.3.3 (Emms
and Kelly 2019).

Data Validation and Quality Control
We generated 3.5 million reads through ONT (SRR13639782) with an N50 of 7682 bp.
The assembled genome (PRJNA699032) has a total length of 492 Mb, and a scaffold
N50 of 396 kb. Of its 5833 scaffolds, 18.4% are larger than 100 kb, with 48 above 1 Mb.
After six rounds of polishing the assembled genome with Illumina reads from the same
species, 99.33% of these reads mapped to the genome, and through MAKER, we found
37,856 predicted proteins. Using the Metazoa database, we identified 87.6% complete
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BUSCOs in the genome assembly, and 72.1% complete BUSCOs in the predicted
proteins.
In orthogroup analysis, we found that OrthoFinder sorted 99.7% of P. borealis
genes into shared orthogroups and species-specific orthogroups in similar proportions
to other anthozoan genomes (Figure 1). This indicates that this genome contains
recognizable orthogroups and performs at the same level in orthogroup analysis as
publicly available genomic resources for Cnidaria.

Re-use Potential
Here we have sequenced the first genome of a cerianthid, Pachycerianthus borealis.
We show that our hybrid sequencing and assembly strategy is effective for generating
genomes of marine invertebrates and other organisms that are currently underrepresented in genome-scale datasets. The P. borealis genome has contiguity and
completeness comparable to other anthozoan genomes, and performs well in
preliminary orthogroup analysis. The genome we present will be an asset to studies
investigating the phylogenetics of Anthozoa, diverse mitochondrial genome evolution
within Cnidaria, and novel gene evolution.
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Figure 1: In orthology analysis, genes in the Pachycerianthus borealis genome are
placed into orthogroups in similar proportions to other Cnidarian genomes of similar
genic completeness. The tree shows Cnidarian genomes with at least 70% complete
BUSCOs. The corresponding bars represent the proportion of genes from protein
predictions from each genome that are placed into orthogroups with other species,
orthogroups with only a single species, and unassigned genes.
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Table 1: All datasets used during annotation of the genome, with accession numbers
and associated references.

EST Evidence
Species/Tissue
Body
Hypostome
Tentacle
Pachycerianthus
borealis

Alt EST
Species
Clytia
hemisphaerica

Accession
SRR13639783SRR13639786
SRR13639783SRR13639786
SRR13639783SRR13639786
SRR11802643

Reference
Unpublished data

Accession
SRR5814971

Reference
Artigas, G. Q., Lapébie, P., Leclère, L., Takeda, N.,
Deguchi, R., Jékely, G., ... & Houliston, E. (2018). A
gonad-expressed opsin mediates light-induced
spawning in the jellyfish Clytia. Elife, 7, e29555.
Hemmrich, G., & Bosch, T. C. (2008). Compagen, a
comparative genomics platform for early branching
metazoan animals, reveals early origins of genes
regulating stem‐cell differentiation. Bioessays, 30(10),
1010-1018.
Zapata, F., Goetz, F. E., Smith, S. A., Howison, M.,
Siebert, S., Church, S. H., ... & Cartwright, P. (2015).
Phylogenomic analyses support traditional relationships
within Cnidaria. PloS one, 10(10), e0139068.
Simion, P., Philippe, H., Baurain, D., Jager, M., Richter,
D. J., Di Franco, A., ... & Manuel, M. (2017). A large
and consistent phylogenomic dataset supports sponges
as the sister group to all other animals. Current Biology,
27(7), 958-967.
Simion, P., Philippe, H., Baurain, D., Jager, M., Richter,
D. J., Di Franco, A., ... & Manuel, M. (2017). A large
and consistent phylogenomic dataset supports sponges
as the sister group to all other animals. Current Biology,
27(7), 958-967.
Simion, P., Philippe, H., Baurain, D., Jager, M., Richter,
D. J., Di Franco, A., ... & Manuel, M. (2017). A large
and consistent phylogenomic dataset supports sponges
as the sister group to all other animals. Current Biology,
27(7), 958-967.
Simion, P., Philippe, H., Baurain, D., Jager, M., Richter,
D. J., Di Franco, A., ... & Manuel, M. (2017). A large
and consistent phylogenomic dataset supports sponges

Hydra vulgaris

HAEP_TCDS_120217

Alatina alata

SRR1952741

Liriope tetraphylla

SRR3407335

Alcyonium
palmatum

SRR3407216

Lucernariopsis
campanulata

SRR3407219

Antipathes
caribbeana

SRR3407160

Unpublished data
Unpublished data
Klompen, A. M., Macrander, J., Reitzel, A. M., &
Stampar, S. N. (2020). Transcriptomic analysis of four
cerianthid (Cnidaria, Ceriantharia) venoms. Marine
drugs, 18(8), 413.
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SRR1168418
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brasiliensis

SRR11802642

Isarachnanthus
nocturnus

SRR11802641

Pachycerianthus
maua

SRR11802640

as the sister group to all other animals. Current Biology,
27(7), 958-967.
Chang, E. S., Neuhof, M., Rubinstein, N. D., Diamant,
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Myxozoa within Cnidaria. Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, 112(48), 14912-14917.
Brinkman, D.L., Jia, X., Potriquet, J. et al.
Transcriptome and venom proteome of the box jellyfish
Chironex fleckeri . BMC Genomics 16, 407 (2015).
https://doi.org/10.1186/s12864-015-1568-3
Simion, P., Philippe, H., Baurain, D., Jager, M., Richter,
D. J., Di Franco, A., ... & Manuel, M. (2017). A large
and consistent phylogenomic dataset supports sponges
as the sister group to all other animals. Current Biology,
27(7), 958-967.
M. Pratlong, A. Haguenauer, O. Chabrol, C. Klopp, P.
Pontarotti, et al.. The red coral (Coralliumrubrum)
transcriptome: a new resource for population genetics
and local adaptation studies. MolecularEcology
Resources, Wiley/Blackwell, 2015, 15 (5), pp.1205–
1215. 10.1111/1755-0998.12383. hal-01445149
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ASM82789v1

Reference
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CHAPTER 3

Evolutionary dynamics of gene family gain and
loss near the root of the Metazoa tree

Abstract
As knowledge of diverse organisms’ genic repertoire grows, the scientific community
has had cause to reevaluate the role of gene loss as a major influence in shaping the
evolutionary dynamics of animals. Some metazoan lineages in particular, such as
Porifera, lack many traits that nearly all other animals possess including a nervous
system, gut, or bodily symmetry. Sponges may have always lacked these traits and
represent a state of ancestral simplicity, or it is possible that they formerly possessed
traits in common with other animals and have since lost them, reflecting a degeneration
of complexity. Here, we examine the evolutionary dynamics of gene family gain and loss
near the root of the Metazoa tree and show that sponges previously possessed the
genic repertoire of other early-branching animal lineages. They lose gene families
associated with tissue-grade multicellularity, development and morphology, and nervous
systems, while gaining families that could help facilitate interactions with a microbial
community. These results are not dependent on the topology of the animal tree,
although Ctenophora shows a greater number of gene family losses when the Metazoa
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phylogeny is constrained to reflect a hypothesis of Porifera as the sister to the
remaining animals. We find that gene family gains typically ascribed to the ancestral
metazoan node are divided between that and the node leading to
Porifera+ParaHoxozoa, though this pattern shifts in the constrained Porifera-first tree.
Our results demonstrate that sponges previously possessed the gene families
necessary to have traits similar to other animals, but have since lost them. Though our
results with regard to sponges do not change under a Porifera-first hypothesis of animal
evolution, these findings will ameliorate concerns on the phylogenetic position of
sponges that are based on organismal complexity.

Introduction
Animal traits often arise through genomic novelty (1,2). This novelty results when an
animal lineage co-opts genes for new purposes, or neofunctionalizes gene duplicates.
Novelty may lead to lineages forming new associations between existing genes,
proteins, regulatory networks, or organisms, and these new associations are critical to
generating greater animal diversity. While many studies have characterized genetic
novelty in various animal clades, it is not the only driver of adaptive shifts in animal
evolution.
Gene losses can change the course of evolution in a very different way than
does genetic novelty. Rather than provide the raw material for duplications,
neofunctionalizations, and co-option, the loss of genes may redirect evolution in new
directions by eliminating adaptive possibilities. In some cases, gene loss can be directly
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adaptive, as in the Petunia genus, in which Petunia axillaris has lost a functional copy of
AN2, which codes for a red flower pigment. This results in a white bloom in P.axillaris
individuals, which in turn makes them more likely to be pollinated by their main
pollinator, the nocturnal hawk moth (3). In other cases, however, gene loss could occur
because the characteristics a gene provides for are unnecessary to the survival of the
organism. This would cause the selective pressure maintaining those genes to relax,
and genetic drift could expose them to potential loss-of-function mutations. For
example, certain vertebrate lineages have lost the ability to synthesize vitamin C when
the lineage also has a diet rich in that vitamin (4). Numerous studies have shown that a
significant portion of genes are dispensable (5,6) either though robustness to mutations
because of alternative molecular pathways and genetic redundancy (7), or through a
lack of relevant environmental pressures needed for expression of that particular gene
(8,9). While these gene losses can be nearly neutral, many of them together could open
up more energetic or cellular resources, allowing an organism to evolve a more
selectively favorable trait. Astyanax cavefish, for example, may have enhanced
forebrains and tastebuds through overexpression of shh, which can inhibit the
development of eyes, so that the loss of functional eyes could be necessary to acquire
these other traits (10,11). Over time, gene losses can compound, leading to an
organism whose traits do not reflect its ancestors’ level of complexity.
Since the time that sponges have been recognized as animals, scientists have
placed the phylum Porifera at the base of the animal tree, as the sister to all other
extant metazoans. This is largely because sponges lack many traits that nearly all other
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animals have, such as a nervous system, complex body plan, or gut. The apparent
simplicity of sponges represented early scientists’ ideas about what the first animal must
have looked like, over 600 million years ago, before it evolved the organ systems and
body structures of more familiar animals.
More recently, phylogenomic studies with more data from underrepresented
animal phyla have called into question the placement of Porifera as sister to other
animals, suggesting instead that Ctenophora is the first branch of the Metazoa tree
(12,13). The growing evidence for this hypothesis and new research on close animal
relatives has caused the scientific community to reevaluate when early animals evolved
certain traits and to reconsider ideas about the apparent simplicity of the animal
ancestor, or Urmetazoan (2,14,15). If the ancestral poriferan was relatively simple, in
terms of body plan and tissue complexity, it may be that modern sponges reflect a level
of this ancestral simplicity. However if the first poriferans had traits similar to other
animal lineages, then extant sponges may represent a degeneration of those traits.
Here, we hypothesize that sponges have lost traits over evolutionary time to
become animals without characteristics common to other extant metazoans. We use a
dataset composed of 114 species from across Metazoa and Holozoa to construct a
well-supported phylogeny using site-heterogenous models and identify gene families
present and absent across animal clades. We then use a Dollo parsimony approach to
detect gains and losses of these gene families within Porifera and other early branches
in the metazoan tree. We find that sponges have lost a substantial amount of gene
families, and that the majority of these families are not sponge-specific. The ancestral
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Porifera node shows losses in gene families that are associated with tissue-grade
multicellularity, such as components of the extracellular matrix and hyaluronic acid
binding. Sponges have also lost gene families that are important for developmentalmorphogenic processes including the apoptotic process, cell morphogenesis, and the
mitotic cell cycle, and those that are related to nervous systems, such as vesiclemediated transport, receptor clustering, motor activity, and chemotaxis. Gene families
gained at the Porifera node include many that help to facilitate interactions with
microbes, including caveola assembly, endocytosis involved in viral entry to host, and
ectoine transport and binding. Whether Ctenophora or Porifera branches first at the start
of Metazoa has little effect on these gains and losses, but does have implications for
gene family gains and losses at the ancestral Metazoa node.

Methods
Collection of sequences
In order to sample metazoan diversity, we gathered publicly available genome-scale
datasets from metazoan representative organisms. For the genomic datasets, we
downloaded protein models directly, and filtered them using cd-hit version 4.7 (15) with
a threshold of 98% similarity. For the transcriptomic datasets, we downloaded raw
Illumina sequence reads and subsampled them down to 35 million read pairs using
seqtk version 1.2-r94 if there were more reads than that available. We trimmed, error
corrected, and assembled the reads using the Oyster River Protocol version 2.2.3 (16),
and used the final orthomerged assembly in all further analyses. The Oyster River
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Protocol also runs TransRate version 1.0.3 (17) on the finished assemblies, which we
used to gauge the assembly quality. We used TransDecoder to translate the
transcriptome assemblies into predicted proteins and cd-hit to filter them, again at a
threshold of 98% similarity. We ran BUSCO version 3.0.1 (18) with both the eukaryotic
database and the metazoan database on all of the protein models from both genomes
and transcriptomes, and used only those datasets with at least 80% complete BUSCOs
in either of these databases for further analyses. One exception to this was the
Hexactinellida; we included three members of this class of sponges despite their lower
BUSCO scores because we wanted to make sure that the group was represented in our
analysis, and no higher-quality datasets were available.

Phylogenomic analyses and character mapping
For phylogenomic analyses, we first constructed a phylogenomic data matrix
including 114 protein sets from transcriptome and whole genome datasets (Table 1)
using a best reciprocal BLAST approach and the ortholog set determined in Borowiec et
al. (19). Here, we searched the Nematostella sequence from each of 1080 partitions
against each of the current 114 datasets and the top sequence hit for each taxon was
then reciprocally searched against the Nematostella vectensis genome (19). We
retained sequences for which the reciprocal BLAST best hit matched the original
Nematostella sequence query genome locus as orthologs in partition alignments. We
did not include sequences for which the reciprocal BLAST hit matched a different
Nematostella genome locus in the data partitions. After eliminating resulting data
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partitions that included less than 75% taxon occupancy, filtering individual partition
alignments using Gblocks wrapper (20), and concatenating partitions into a data matrix,
our resulting phylogenomic matrix included 214,569 amino acid positions divided into
704 individual data partitions, each with at least 75% taxon occupancy. Other attempts
to produce a de novo phylogenomic data matrix using the OrthoFinder-PhyloTreePruner
(21–23) approach described in Kayal et al. 2018 (24) produced a much smaller dataset
(90 data partitions) at 75% taxon occupancy that we did not explore in depth.
We conducted phylogenomic analyses in IQ-TREE (25) under the MFP+c60
model, which applies the best fitting model to each partition and approximates a site
heterogeneous model by accommodating 60 categories of per-site amino acid
equilibrium frequencies (25). Initial analyses under this model produced a topology with
maximum support for most nodes, including ctenophores as the sister to the other
Metazoa, but failed to recover the monophyly of a few well-accepted, but long-branch
clades. Specifically, nematodes, tardigrades, acanthocephalans and platyhelminths fell
out into a clade with low support and, as in Borowiec et al. 2015 (19), the position of
Strigamia, again the sole myriapod in our dataset, favored the Paradoxopoda
hypothesis (26) (myriapods sister to chelicerates) rather than the accepted Mandibulata
hypothesis (27) (myriapods sister to Pancrustacea). Because these arrangements are
likely erroneous and also not pursuant to the present hypotheses, we constrained these
taxa using the -g option in IQ-TREE to reflect the accepted view that platyhelminths are
lophotrochozoans (28) and myriapods are madibulates (29). Additionally, the
constrained topology is not significantly less likely than the unconstrained topology. In
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either case, both the constrained and unconstrained topologies show maximum support
for the ctenophores as sister to the remaining Metazoa in analyses conducted under a
site-heterogeneous model. Because the metazoan root is still the subject of
controversy, we also analyzed our dataset under the constraint that sponges were the
sister to the remaining Metazoa using the -g option in IQ-TREE. We conducted
likelihood comparisons of topologies in IQ-TREE using the -au option to perform an
approximately unbiased (AU) test, which tests multiple tree topologies and rejects those
that have a p-value less than 0.05 (30).
We found orthogroups in all of the datasets using OrthoFinder version 2.3.3
(21,22). In order to see if different clades of organisms were being placed into
orthogroups in similar proportions, we created density plots of orthogroup statistics. We
created these plots in ggplot2 version 3.2.1 in R version 3.5.2 (31) which include
number of orthogroups, percentage of species-specific orthogroups, and percentage of
genes in orthogroups. We also tested whether the distributions in these plots were
significantly different from one another using Wilcoxon rank sum tests implemented in R
version 3.5.2 (31). Next, contamination of the genomes and transcriptomes by microbial
genetic material could mask gene family losses, or present as gene family gains. We
performed alien indexing analysis using Alien Index (32) to remove putative
contaminate sequences from the orthogroups of interest.
We then used an updated Dollo parsimony procedure (originally described in
Plachetzki et al. 2020 (33)) which leverages the raw OrthoFinder output and our
phylogenetic trees to analyze gain and loss dynamics of gene families for each
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phylogeny. Under this procedure orthogroups may evolve once and be lost multiple
times, but never re-evolve. Phylogenomic data matrices and all scripts used to create
and analyze them are located at https://github.com/jls943/sponge_evol_dynamics.

Analysis of gene family gains and losses
To investigate gene family dynamics, we isolated orthogroups that were gained and lost
at the Porifera and Ctenophora ancestral nodes for each topology. We also found the
numbers of orthogroups that had been gained and lost at the Metazoa ancestral node
and the intermediate node between the first and second branches of Metazoa for both
the Ctenophora-first and Porifera-first trees. We compared orthogroups that had been
lost at the Porifera node in each topology to one another, and also performed
comparisons between the orthogroups gained at the Metazoa node with those lost at
Porifera and Ctenophora in each tree.
Many nodes within the Porifera clade also lost orthogroups. To discover if these
orthogroups were sponge-specific ones, we found all orthogroups that were gained on
each node throughout the Porifera tree. Next, we identified all internal nodes in the
Porifera tree that are subtended by a minimum of three tips (Table 2) and identified
orthogroups that each of these nodes had lost. We compared these losses to the
orthogroups gained at all internal Porifera nodes to determine what proportion of the
losses were of sponge-specific orthogroups, and what proportion of lost orthogroups
originated at an earlier node.
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We also annotated the orthogroups gained and lost at Porifera and Ctenophora
in each topology, as well as the orthogroups gained at the Metazoa and sponges and
the remaining Metazoa (Porifera+ParaHoxozoa) nodes in the Ctenophora-first tree. We
used usearch version 9.2.64 (34) to identify centroid sequences in each orthogroup of
interest, and InterProScan version 5.44-79.0 (35) to annotate the centroid sequences
for each orthogroup. From these annotations, we extracted the gene ontology (GO)
terms associated with each orthogroup and combined them in groups that correspond to
gains and losses at our nodes of interest. We isolated unique GO terms in each of these
groups and compared the terms in the gains to the corresponding losses at the same
node, eliminating any overlapping GO terms. These unique and non-overlapping GO
terms we clustered using REVIGO (36) using the “small” setting (allowing 50% similarity
between terms) for all GO sets except those for Ctenophora losses and
Porifera+ParaHoxozoa gains, for which we used the “tiny” setting (allowing 40%
similarity between terms) due to the greater number of GO terms. We then plotted the
clustered GO terms into treemaps using a REVIGO-provided protocol in R version 3.5.2
(31).

Results
The tree topology is well-resolved with full support
Our phylogenomic analysis yielded a well-resolved tree (Figure 1) under the best-fit siteheterogenous model implemented in IQ-TREE (25). This model approximates the CAT
model implemented in PhyloBayes (37). Our tree has maximum support for both aLRT
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and bootstrapping at all nodes, including Ctenophora as the first branch of Metazoa.
When we used the AU test (30) to compare the topology that aligns with our data to a
Porifera-first topology, we found overwhelming support for the Ctenophora-first tree (p =
1, failed to reject) vs. the Porifera-first tree (p < 0.001, reject).

Sponges are well-represented in both taxon sampling and orthogroups
After filtering genomes using BUSCO score (18) and transcriptomes using BUSCO and
TransRate scores (17), we retained 114 taxa for use in further analysis including 107
metazoan species (24 sponge species) and 7 outgroups (Table 1). We identified
105,177 orthogroups through OrthoFinder (22), and tested to make sure that poriferan
species were not being placed into orthogroups at a lower rate than other metazoan
species. We used Wilcoxon rank sum tests to quantify the differences in the
distributions of number of orthogroups each species had, percentage of genes classified
into species-specific orthogroups for each species, and percentage of genes placed into
orthogroups (as opposed to remaining unclassified) for each species (Figure 2). The
distributions of number of orthogroups and percentage of genes in species-specific
orthogroups were not significantly different for sponges compared to other metazoan
organisms (number of orthogroups: p = 0.123; percent genes in species-specific
orthogroups: p = 1), indicating that the sponge datasets are performing comparably to
other metazoan datasets. The proportion of genes placed into orthogroups was
significantly different (p = 0.0208), however genes from sponges were placed into
orthogroups at a higher rate (85.9% of the time on average) compared to other
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metazoan organisms (79.5%), possibly due to the extensive sampling of sponges in our
dataset (Table 1).

Stepwise accumulation of metazoan genomic repertoire
Based on Dollo parsimony analysis, gene families are gained and lost throughout the
history of Metazoa. A substantial gain of many gene families often accompanies the
branching of a major clade, such as at those leading to Choanozoa (4,656), Metazoa
(1,912), and Porifera+ParaHoxozoa (13,283). However, the pattern of orthogroups
gained shifts depending on the topology of the tree. In the Ctenophora-first tree that is
based on our data, the node leading to Porifera+ParaHoxozoa gains a large number of
orthogroups (Figure 1,2), but in the constrained Porifera-first tree this node does not
exist, and most of those gains are shifted onto the Metazoa node instead (Figure 3). A
similar phenomenon happens for the Porifera-first tree, in that all of the orthogroups
(958) gained at the node leading to Ctenophora+ParaHoxozoa shift to the Metazoa
node in the Ctenophora-first topology, though because it is a much smaller number of
orthogroups, the shift is less dramatic. Losses at these nodes are quite minimal and
mainly occur on branches leading to individual phyla rather than the backbone of the
tree.

Regardless of topology, the ancestral poriferan genome was dismantled by gene family
loss
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At the ancestral sponge node, our Dollo parsimony analysis showed that sponges
gained 1,317 orthogroups and lost 2,765 orthogroups (Figure 2,3). All nodes that we
examined were subtended by a minimum of three taxa so that all of our inferences are
based on at least three datasets. Even with this restriction, many internal sponge nodes
show dramatic losses, such as those leading to Hexactinellida (16246),
Homoscleromorpha+Calcarea (12335), Myxospongia (13217), and Haplosclerida
(10724) (Table 2). In some cases, these were losses of sponge-specific gene families,
but the loss of sponge-specific gene families only represented the majority of losses at
two internal poriferan nodes, Poecilosclerida and Haplosclerida2. Both of these nodes
are among those closest to the tips of the tree and have many other internal nodes (and
therefore chances to gain sponge-specific orthogroups) between them and the ancestral
poriferan. Calcarea and Hexactinellida also show substantial gene family gains (2335
and 2210 orthogroups, respectively), though these are still far fewer than the losses at
these nodes. Indeed, Demospongiidae is the only internal sponge node at which
orthogroup gains outweigh losses (984 gains to 635 losses).

Magnitude of gene family losses at Ctenophora depends on the topology
The node at the origin of Ctenophora gained 2,767 orthogroups and lost 6,180
(Figure 3). We also tested the gains and losses at nodes of interest using a tree that we
constrained so that Porifera is the first branch. Under this phylogeny, the gene families
that were gained at the Porifera and Ctenophora branches remain consistent with those
from the tree that is based on our data, but the number of orthogroup losses at the
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Porifera node decreased from 2,765 to 1,854. Of these losses, nearly all (1,808) are
shared in common with the orthogroups lost at the Porifera node in the well-supported
Ctenophora-first tree, above. The losses at the Ctenophora node increased dramatically
from 6,180 to 18,572 (Figure 4), and the majority of these losses (13,284 orthogroups)
correspond to orthogroups gained at the Metazoa node under this tree structure.

GO terms that correspond to orthogroup gains and losses at Porifera and Ctenophora
are not dependent on topology, and GO terms corresponding to gains and losses
generally overlap only partially
Despite different numbers of orthogroups lost at the Porifera and Ctenophora nodes in
the different topologies, the numbers of GO terms corresponding to those losses was
fairly consistent. In the Ctenophora-first tree, the Porifera node lost 562 GO terms and
the Ctenophora node lost 1949. For the Porifera-first tree, the Porifera node lost 510
terms and the Ctenophora node lost 1920. Since the Dollo parsimony approach bases
the orthogroups gained at a specific node on orthogroups present in taxa included in
that node, the gains found at the Porifera and Ctenophora nodes for the Porifera-first
tree are identical to those in the Ctenophora-first tree. Gene ontology (GO) terms for the
gains and losses at our focal nodes overlapped somewhat, but never entirely. For the
nodes in the Ctenophora-first tree, the losses at Metazoa and Porifera+ParaHoxozoa
were very minimal, but overlapped with the gains at those nodes to a significant extent
(Figure 5A, B). The gains and losses at Porifera and Ctenophora show more
overlapping GO terms overall (182 terms in Porifera and 238 terms in Ctenophora), but
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these make up a much smaller proportion of the total losses than in the Metazoa and
Porifera+ParaHoxozoa nodes (Figure 5C, D). In the Porifera-first topology the Porifera
gains and losses overlapped by 174 terms, and the gains and losses at the Ctenophora
node again had 238 overlapping terms. We removed GO terms that overlapped before
our analysis of gene ontology for gains and losses at each node.

Poriferans lose gene families associated with multicellularity, morphogenesis, and
nervous systems, and gain those related to microbial interactions
We characterized the GO terms associated with orthogroups gained at the Porifera
node and found that the orthogroups gained correspond to GO terms related to
interactions with microbes, including caveola assembly, endocytosis involved in viral
entry to host, and ectoine transport and binding (Figures 6-8), which each have one
orthogroup associated with them (Table S1). Conversely, many of the orthogroups that
have been lost at the ancestral sponge node are related to developmental-morphogenic
processes including apoptotic process, cell morphogenesis, and the mitotic cell cycle, or
related to tissue-grade complexity such as extracellular matrix and hyaluronic acid
binding. Sponges have also lost orthogroups associated with nervous systems including
those involved in vesicle-mediated transport, receptor clustering, and motor activity
(Figures 9-11). Of these losses, extracellular matrix has three orthogroups lost, motor
activity has five, and each of the others has one or two orthogroups associated with it
(Table S1). In the constrained Porifera-first tree, GO terms associated with orthogroups
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lost at the Porifera node are strikingly similar to and include many of the same terms
from the Ctenophora-first Porifera losses (Figures 12-14).

Few genomic gains at the ctenophore ancestor, but extensive loss of metabolic
functionality
At the node representing the origin of Ctenophora, the gains include orthogroups
associated with mitotic spindle assembly, clathrin adaptor complex, and RNA
transmembrane transporter activity (Figures 15-17). The losses at this node are
numerous, and correspond to digestion, brush border assembly, and insulin receptor
substrate binding (Figures 18-20). Both the GO term gains and losses highlighted here
correspond to either one or two orthogroups each (Table S1). The Ctenophora node lost
three times the number of orthogroups lost at that node in the Ctenophora-first tree.
Nevertheless the numbers of unique GO terms associated with those losses remain
fairly similar (Ctenophora-first topology: 1,949 terms, Porifera-first topology: 1,920
terms), and all GO terms lost at the Ctenophora node in the Porifera-first tree (Figures
21-23) are also found in the losses for the Ctenophora-first topology.

Gains at the ancestral Metazoa node correspond to multicellular processes and cell
signaling
Through our analysis of the orthogroups gained along the branch leading to the
Metazoa node, we found that these orthogroups are associated with GO terms that
have to do with basic processes of multicellular organisms. These include cell
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population proliferation, cell adhesion, cell-cell junction, and extracellular space.
Orthogroups related to cell communication and signaling are also gained at this node,
such as Wnt-protein binding and coreceptor activity (Figures 24-26). While most of
these GO terms have only one or two orthogroups that correspond to them, extracellular
space has six associated with it, and cell adhesion has 17. The Porifera+ParaHoxozoa
node gains orthogroups that have to do with sensory systems such as detection of
visible light (which is associated with three different orthogroups) and ion channel
regulator activities, and also those that are associated with cellular organization and
regulation including aging and regulation of autophagy (Figures 27-29). All orthogroups
corresponding to GO terms highlighted here can be found in Table S1.

Discussion
Gene loss can be a significant driver of evolutionary change in a lineage of organisms.
We used a phylogenetically informed Dollo parsimony procedure to identify orthogroups
that have been gained and lost in the earliest-branching Metazoa clades. We find that at
the Porifera node, sponges lose gene families associated with multicellularity, nervous
systems, and morphogenetic processes, while gaining many gene families that may
facilitate interactions with diverse microbes. Ctenophores lose gene families relating to
metabolism and digestion, and gain those that correspond to developmental functions.
Gains and losses at these nodes are robust to changes in topology, however we find
that the gene repertoire gained at the Metazoa ancestral node shifts dramatically
depending on the branching orders of Ctenophora and Porifera.
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Sponges have lost gene families that are associated with multicellularity, but gained
those that contribute to their holobionts.
Multicellularity in animals is characterized by communication and structure between
cells, and coordination of cellular processes such as growth, division, and death (38–
40). The traditional view of animal relationships explains the low organismal complexity
of extant sponges by invoking sponges as ancestral in nature, hence their placement as
the sister to the remaining Metazoa by the proponents of the Porifera-first hypothesis
(41–43). In our analyses, we would find support for the Porifera-first hypothesis if we
observed limited gene family gain and loss, and the patterns therein would not reflect
particular functional relationships to processes associated with multicellularity,
development, and morphogenesis. If however, modern sponges have degenerated in
complexity, we would expect to find that they have lost gene families that are associated
with these functions. Our findings strongly reject the former case and we infer that by
the time of their last common ancestor, sponges had already lost much of the genetic
potential to construct a tissue-grade organism.
Modern sponges are a unique clade of organisms. While they lack many traits
that most other animal groups have, they have a distinctive biology and can respond to
their environments in sophisticated ways (44–46). Many sponge lineages have
developed rich microbial communities that support their defense (47), immune response
(48), and metabolic requirements (49). Maintaining or encouraging the success of these
communities could be a strong selective force, either for sponges to lose gene families
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that might interfere with microbial interactions, such as elements of a nervous system or
the sensory perception of certain chemicals, or to gain gene families that could facilitate
more microbial interactions, including ones that enable cells and other particles to be
brought into the cell or ones that provide for the binding and transport of microbially
produced compounds. Our results reflect exactly these types of changes and show that
sponges have altered their genetic repertoire in a way that allows them to be successful
hosts to their complex microbial communities.

Ctenophores show losses of gene families related to metabolism, and gains connected
to cell cycle regulation
Ctenophores have complex morphologies characterized by rotational symmetry, and
many traits or components of traits in common with many other animal lineages, such
as nervous systems and complex developmental processes. While the losses at the
Ctenophora node are numerous, GO terms associated with metabolic processes
dominate, and those associated with development are conspicuously absent. GO terms
associated with gains at the Ctenophora node are much more sparse, and have to do
with cell growth and communication.

Evolutionary dynamics at the ancestral metazoan node are dependent on lineage
branching order
The branch of the tree leading to the ancestral Metazoa node is a pivotal one in animal
evolution. Previous studies show that gene families relating to transcription factors,
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signaling proteins, and developmental receptors either originated or greatly expanded
on this branch (2,14). We find similar gene families represented by the orthogroups
gained at the Metazoa and Porifera+ParaHoxozoa nodes, with many orthogroups
gained that relate to multicellular development and regulation, and sensory systems and
signaling, as we might expect near the origin of Metazoa. However, the pattern of
gained orthogroups shifts depending on the topology of the tree. In the Ctenophora-first
tree that is favored by our data, the node leading to Metazoa gains a substantial number
of orthogroups (1,913), but many of the gains are concentrated on the
Porifera+ParaHoxozoa (13,283) (Figure 1,2). In the tree that we constrained so that
Porifera branch first, this latter node does not exist, and many of those gains are
transferred onto the Metazoa node instead (Figure 3). The shift in gains means that a
change in the phylogeny necessitates a change in our hypotheses about the genic
complexity of ancient metazoans. If, as our and other analyses suggest, the Ctenophora
represent the sister group to the remaining Metazoa (12,19,50,51), then the ancient
gain of gene families was likely spread over multiple nodes, both before and after
Ctenophora branches from other lineages. However if Porifera branch first (41–43), we
infer that many of the gains we observe among these early nodes would instead be
concentrated at the origin of Metazoa. Therefore the position of Porifera changes our
interpretation of the genome content of the ancestral metazoan.

Gene family losses do not represent missing data in Porifera datasets
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If the sponge datasets we used were less complete than other datasets, the losses we
observe could be attributed to genes that are missing from the datasets. However, apart
from the hexactinellid sponges, all of the datasets have a BUSCO score of 80%
complete or higher, so it is unlikely that observed losses could be due to missing data
alone. For each clade including the Hexactinellida, we identified gene family losses at
nodes that are subtended by at least three species, meaning that each of the three taxa
would need to be missing the same gene families in order for missing data to show up
as a loss in our results. Therefore we conclude that the gene families that we find to be
lost at various nodes are not the result of incompleteness in the datasets.

OrthoFinder proves robust to highly divergent sequences and gene sorting mistakes
Highly divergent protein sequences can complicate the process of sorting genes into
orthogroups. Genes that are homologous may have diverged far enough that their
sequences are dissimilar and difficult to recognize. If sponge genes are more prone to
this dissimilarity than other organisms, sponges may be represented in orthogroups in a
way that does not reflect the true homology of their sequences. For example, a highly
divergent gene may be unclassified, rather than placed into an orthogroup, and this
might cause the appearance of a loss of that gene family in that species. We examined
the patterns of gene sorting done by OrthoFinder (21,22), and compared Porifera to
both the outgroups and the rest of animals. We found no indication that sponge genes
were misclassified or left out of orthogroups at a disproportionate rate compared with
other taxa (Figure 1).
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We also compared the GO terms that correspond to the orthogroups gained and
lost at our nodes of interest. If OrthoFinder incorrectly assigned highly divergent genes
to species- or clade-specific orthogroups, rather than to a larger or more inclusive
orthogroup to which they really belonged, these orthogroups could have different
evolutionary dynamics in our analysis, which could lead to the same GO terms in gains
and losses at the same node (52). However, in our analysis, GO terms for gains and
losses overlapped only partially at Metazoa, Porifera, and Ctenophora, and losses were
very few in number at Porifera+ParaHoxozoa. These overlapping terms were excluded
from further analysis, and we conclude that this potential issue is not widespread in our
results (Figure 5).

GO terms represent conservative estimates of gene family gains and losses
For organisms like sponges and ctenophores, all GO term analyses must be interpreted
carefully, as the organisms in which the terms were originally designed are all highly
divergent from these non-bilaterian taxa. The patterns we see here are therefore based
on high-level terms that are more likely to be conserved across vast evolutionary
distances, rather than more specific terms that could be useful in a finer-scale analysis.
We also acknowledge that these lists of GO terms are almost certainly incomplete, as
the sequences for a sponge species are unlikely to be annotated as often as those from
a human dataset. Despite these inherent limitations, the trends we find in the GO terms
remain clear, and point to a degeneration of sponges through their evolutionary history.
Further, because of the issues with annotation for these clades, the GO terms we find
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gained and lost at these nodes represent conservative inferences, and may not include
the extent of the evolutionary dynamics, rather than overreaching the magnitude of
change.

Conclusions
Taken together, our findings suggest that ancient organisms near the origin of the
sponge lineage possessed more characteristics of organisms with tissue-grade
complexity, and that poriferans have subsequently lost many of the necessary gene
families for these functions. In their place, sponges have gained gene families that
enable them to maintain complex symbioses with diverse microbes. These results do
not rely on the branching order of the first metazoan lineages, however the evolutionary
dynamics of early animals shift dramatically to be concentrated on the ancestral
Metazoa node when mapped onto a constrained Porifera-first tree.
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Figure 1: Phylogenomic tree based on our data showing Ctenophora as the first branch
of Metazoa. The size of the pie charts on each internal node correspond to the
magnitude of change at that node, with green portions representing orthogroups gained,
and pink portions representing orthogroups lost, according to Dollo parsimony analysis.
The branch leading to ParaHoxozoa has been collapsed for simplicity.
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Table 1: All species used in our phylogenetic tree and orthogroup analyses. We
required each dataset to have a BUSCO score (with either the Eukaryota database or
the Metazoa database) of at least 80% complete and a TransRate score of at least 0.22
to be included in the analysis. The only exceptions are the Hexactinellid sponges, for
which no dataset matching these criteria is available.
Species

Phylum

BUSCO
score
(Eukaryota)

BUSCO
score
(Metazoa)

TransRate
score

Echinodermata
Cnidaria

99.60%
83.80%

98.50%
80.50%

NA
NA

Cnidaria

80.90%

81.60%

0.4769

Porifera

95.00%

93.30%

NA

Chordata

84.20%

84.60%

0.2375

Cnidaria

97.70%

94.70%

0.56126

Cnidaria

87.70%

86.60%

0.5007

Porifera

56.70%

57.30%

0.37058

Porifera

93.40%

87.70%

0.46766

Echinodermata

86.40%

86.90%

Chordata

98.00%

97.30%

0.4738

Cnidaria

81.90%

80.40%

NA

Mollusca

91.10%

88.30%

0.2556

Platyhelminthes

87.40%

83.80%

0.2322

Arthropoda

99.70%

99.70%

NA

Caenorhabditis
elegans
Capitella teleta

Nematoda

99.70%

89.00%

NA

Annelida

97.40%

97.30%

NA

Capsaspora
owczarzaki
Chironex fleckeri

Filesterea

95.70%

NA

NA

Cnidaria

79.20%

80.70%

0.53972

SRR1819888

Ciona intestinalis

Chordata

89.40%

84.50%

NA

Ensembl

Choanozoa

90.10%

NA

0.4831

Ctenophora
Cnidaria

94.10%
95.00%

85.80%
91.10%

0.4298
0.44782

Ichthyosporea

96.10%

NA

0.6293

Porifera

81.90%

80.40%

0.31951

Acanthaster planci
Acropora digitifera
Alcyonium
palmatum
Amphimedon
queenslandica
Anolis carolinensis
Anthopleura
elegantissima
Antipathes
caribbeana
Aphrocallistes
vastus
Aplysina
aerophoba
Apostichopus
japonicus
Asymmetron
lucayanum
Aurelia aurita
Bathymodiolus
platifrons
Bdellocephala
annandalei
Bombus impatiens

Codosiga
hollandica
Coeloplana
meteoris
Corallium rubrum
Corallochytrium
limacisporum
Corticium
candelabrum

Accession or source

PRJNA397419,
PRJDB3175
Compagen
SRR3407216
EnsemblMetazoa
SRR391653
SRR1645256
SRR3407160
SRR1068281
ERR2560040
PRJNA37797
SRR1138335
PRJNA17891
SRR3866526
DRR014788
EnsemblMetazoa
EnsemblMetazoa
EnsemblMetazoa
EnsemblProtists

SRR6344973
SRR3407215
SRR1552944
SRR1618557
SRR504694
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Craspedacusta
sowerbyi
Crassostrea gigas

SRR923472
Cnidaria

95.10%

93.30%

0.54119

Mollusca

81.90%

84.60%

NA

Creolimax
fragrantissima
Danaus plexippus

Ichthyosporea
Arthropoda

91.10%

NA

0.4657

96.70%

97.50%

NA

EnsemblMetazoa

Danio rerio

Chordata

82.90%

85.00%

NA

Ensembl

Daphnia magna

Arthropoda

93.80%

91.70%

NA

EnsemblMetazoa

Chordata

89.10%

86.20%

0.5516

Arthropoda

100.00%
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Figure 2: Genes of sponge species are placed into orthogroups in similar proportions to
other metazoans. A: Density plot of the number of orthogroups containing each species;
distributions are not significantly different (P = 0.123). B: Density plot of the percentage
of genes from each species that were placed into orthogroups; distributions are
significantly different, with sponge species having a higher percentage of genes placed
into orthogroups (P = 0.0208). C: Density plot of the percentage of genes that were
placed into species-specific orthogroups; distributions are not significantly different (P =
1).
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Figure 3: Orthogroup gains and losses for nodes of interest in the holozoan tree that is
based on our data, with Ctenophora as the first branch of Metazoa. In this topology, the
Ctenophora and Porifera nodes lose substantial numbers of orthogroups (6,180 and
2,765, respectively), and many of the gene family gains in early metazoan evolution
occur on the Porifera+ParaHoxozoa node (13,283).
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Figure 4: Orthogroup gains and losses for nodes of interest in the holozoan tree that is
constrained so that Porifera is the first branch of Metazoa. In this topology, the
Ctenophora node loses many more orthogroups than in the Ctenophora-first tree
(18,572), and the Porifera node loses fewer (1,854). Nearly all of the gains that occur on
the Porifera+ParaHoxozoa node in the Ctenophora-first tree are shifted to the Metazoa
node in this topology, which shows 14,238 orthogroups gained.
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Table 2: Gene family losses at specific nodes within Porifera are mainly orthogroups
acquired before the ancestral Porifera node. In only two cases (Poecilosclerida and
Haplosclerida2) do sponge-specific orthogroups form the majority of losses at an
internal sponge node.
Internal poriferan node

Number of
orthogroups
gained

Number of
orthogroups
lost

Homoscleromorpha+Calcarea
Homoscleromorpha
Calcarea
Hexactinellida
Hexactinellida+Demospongiidae
Myxospongia
Demospongiidae
Heteroscleromorpha
Haplosclerida
Haplosclerida2
Democlavia
Democlavia2
Democlavia3
Poecilosclerida

144
722
2335
2210
237
230
984
841
617
314
570
433
387
600

12335
2374
3635
16246
2572
13217
635
1060
10724
662
2492
941
1135
1066

100

Number of
sponge-specific
orthogroups
lost
0
270
943
1169
0
976
61
173
700
355
914
362
501
576
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649

22
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182

Ctenophora

33

147
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238
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Figure 5: We compared GO terms derived from orthogroups that were gained and lost
at important nodes at the start of the Metazoa tree. All gains and losses shown are from
the Ctenophora-first topology. In each case, a portion of GO terms from the gains and
losses overlapped, and these we excluded from further GO terms analysis. A: Numbers
of GO terms for orthogroups gained and lost at the Metazoa node. We further analyzed
only the orthogroups gained. B: Numbers of GO terms gained and lost at the
Porifera+ParaHoxozoa node. At this node, all GO terms associated with losses were
also found amongst the gains. We further analyzed only the orthogroups gained. C:
Numbers of GO terms for orthogroups gained and lost at the Porifera node. We further
analyzed both orthogroups gained and lost. D: Numbers of GO terms for orthogroups
gained and lost at the Ctenophora node. We further analyzed both orthogroups gained
and lost.
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Figure 6: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the biological process
category for gains at the Metazoa node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 8: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the molecular function
category for gains at the Metazoa node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 9: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the biological process
category for gains at the Porifera+ParaHoxozoa node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 10: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the cellular component
category for gains at the Porifera+ParaHoxozoa node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 11: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the molecular function
category for gains at the Porifera+ParaHoxozoa node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 12: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the biological process
category for gains at the Porifera node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 13: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the cellular component
category for gains at the Porifera node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 14: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the molecular function
category for gains at the Porifera node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 15: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the biological process
category for losses at the Porifera node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 17: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the molecular function
category for losses at the Porifera node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 18: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the biological process
category for losses at the Porifera node in the Porifera-first topology.
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Figure 19: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the cellular component
category for losses at the Porifera node in the Porifera -first topology.
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Figure 20: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the molecular function
category for losses at the Porifera node in the Porifera -first topology.
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Figure 21: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the biological process
category for gains at the Ctenophora node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 22: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the cellular component
category for gains at the Ctenophora node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 23: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the molecular function
category for gains at the Ctenophora node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 24: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the biological process
category for losses at the Ctenophora node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 25: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the cellular component
category for losses at the Ctenophora node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 26: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the molecular function
category for losses at the Ctenophora node in the Ctenophora-first topology.
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Figure 27: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the biological process
category for losses at the Ctenophora node in the Porifera-first topology.
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Figure 28: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the cellular component
category for losses at the Ctenophora node in the Porifera -first topology.
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Figure 29: Treemap from Revigo analysis showing GO terms in the molecular function
category for losses at the Ctenophora node in the Porifera -first topology.
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Figure S1: Phylogenomic tree constrained so that Porifera is the first branch of
Metazoa. The size of the pie charts on each internal node correspond to the magnitude
of change at that node, with green portions representing orthogroups gained, and pink
portions representing orthogroups lost, according to Dollo parsimony analysis. The
branch leading to ParaHoxozoa has been collapsed for simplicity.
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Table S1: Gene Ontology terms highlighted in the text for each node of interest, with
orthogroup identities and numbers associated with each term.
Node and direction of change
Metazoa gain

Gene Ontology term
cell adhesion

cell-cell junction
extracellular space

Porifera+ParaHoxozoa gain

Porifera gain

Porifera loss

cell population proliferation
Wnt protein binding
coreceptor activity
detection of visible light
regulation of autophagy
aging
ion channel regulator activity
caveola assembly
endocytosis involved in viral
entry into host cell
ectoine transport
ectoine binding
mitotic cell cycle
apoptotic process
cell morphogenesis
extracellular matrix
hyaluronic acid binding
vesicle mediated transport
receptor clustering
motor activity

Ctenophora gain

Ctenophora loss

mitotic spindle assembly
clathrin adaptor complex
RNA transmembrane
transporter activity
digestion
brush border assembly
insulin receptor substrate
binding
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Associated Orthogroups
OG0003495, OG0000821,
OG0002452, OG0008099,
OG0006772, OG0000696,
OG0063416, OG0045604,
OG0003668, OG0000009,
OG0029462, OG0009221,
OG0069489, OG0018438,
OG0000345, OG0000205,
OG0008154
OG0001805
OG0000110, OG0002109,
OG0004814, OG0032101,
OG0000051, OG0000203
OG0000016
OG0000067
OG0005525, OG0000009
OG0009705, OG0042173,
OG0013200
OG0048545
OG0002497
OG0008591
OG0010034
OG0091630
OG0046989
OG0046989
OG0007776
OG0020094
OG0017665
OG0078217, OG0034281,
OG0023295
OG0015041
OG0025571, OG0012351
OG0032215
OG0026955, OG0046220,
OG0028521, OG0034180,
OG0026770
OG0026271
OG0037883
OG0037656, OG0046401
OG0006549
OG0005896
OG0001466
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